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Profile
Having worked both as a journalist and in PR I have developed a wide range of skills and gained a thorough understanding of the media. My training and experience in journalism have provided me with a solid foundation in writing, research, interview techniques, media law, meeting deadlines and the importance of a clear, confident manner. I have built on this and diversified my experience through successfully delivering a number of national PR strategies. 






Experience

Contract, August 2010	Mark Elliot, London/Suffolk (www.markelliot.co.uk)
- December 2010	
	Freelance PR: I successfully tendered for a contract to oversee all of the marketing and PR for 	bespoke handmade furniture retailer Mark Elliot. My brief was to secure editorial coverage 	for the company in various national media including newspapers and magazines, which I 	achieved by calling on a wide contact base and producing a campaign of effective and targeted 	press releases. 

Ongoing freelance	Barcroft Media, London (www.barcroftmedia.com)

Reporter: I initially stood in for a reporter who was on assignment for two months, covering key roles on the newsdesk. I researched and wrote numerous stories and features which appeared in print and online in The Sun, The Guardian, The Daily Mail, The Independent, The Daily Telegraph and others.

Contract, August 2009	Innesco, London (www.innesco.co.uk)
  - December 2009
Account Manager: During my time at PR firm Innesco I handled several major accounts serving clients in the commercial property industry. I also helped win two large new accounts. This was a demanding role in which I needed to adapt to successfully represent a diversity of clients and deal confidently with the national media. 

July 2007	Retail Week. Emap, London (www.retail-week.com) 
 - July 2009	
Reporter and Feature Writer: This demanding role saw me produce a heavy weekly workload of news and features for a readership of around 40,000. I was responsible for a large portion of the magazine’s news, a double page feature a week and edited a weekly email alert which included a personal column.
Education

September 2005	Nottingham Trent University: MA Newspaper Journalism (NCTJ Accredited)
-August 2006
Modules include: Media Law; Public Administration; Shorthand (-100wpm); Sub-editing; Newspaper Production; Ethics & Research; Dissertation; Research Feature.

June 2005	London College of Communication: Feature Writing

A short course led by former national newspaper feature writer Sue Heel leading to
a Professional Certificate.

September 2000	University of Birmingham: English Literature: BA (Hons)

PTO


-June 2003
	


Skills

Information Technology

	Proficient in MS Word, Excel, Explorer, Outlook, Act.
	I have received formal training in editorial content management system software Webvision
	I hold a professional training certificate in InDesign



Communication

	Communication has been the most crucial part of my career to date. At Retail Week I was constantly in touch with a large contact base which I built up carefully over time and established myself in a position of respect and trust. This was vital in order to stay informed and well-known within the industry I covered and gain access to sensitive information often off-the-record. 

 
	I built on this experience working in PR, gathering more contacts, communicating complex information and ideas to both clients and journalists, writing press releases and liaising with various stakeholders and suppliers.



Organisation

	It has always been essential to be organised and efficient at all times in my career in order to balance the many key responsibilities I have had. I am excellent at thinking on my feet and effectively prioritising my time.


	My Masters degree required a very high level of organisation in order to balance the large work load while maintaining an ongoing portfolio of news stories and features and working towards my final dissertation.



Creativity

	In my working life I have been constantly required to use creativity. In PR clients depended on my ability to find creative solutions to a wide range of challenges they faced in their media strategies. 


	At Retail Week I was expected to plan and write compelling features on a weekly basis based on a creative thought process.


	While reading English for my undergraduate degree I developed my own written style through reflecting and analysing a huge variety of classical and modern literature.  During my studies I also contributed to the university newspaper.



Other Skills


	French, spoken. 
	Shorthand (100 wpm)

Typing and data entry
Through work I have attended several courses in leadership and communication
Full, clean UK driving licence
	WSET Wine and Spirits Tasting Course: Merit


Interests
From an early age my main love has been music, both to listen to and play. I started playing the violin when I was seven, and have since then also played bass, rhythm and lead guitar and I am taking lessons in Samba drumming. My musical taste varies greatly and includes anything from Chuck Berry and The Beatles to Slowdive, The Stone Roses, The Zutons and DJ Krush.
	Politics and current affairs are among my biggest interests. I read a broadsheet newspaper and listen to Today on Radio 4 daily as well as keeping fully up to date via various online media. I also read The Week and Private Eye magazines consistently.
	For me the most fascinating adventure anyone can embark on is to visit and experience far-away countries and new, unfamiliar cultures, and travelling is one of the greatest loves in my life.

References and portfolio available on request

